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EqUIPMENT: HYPERBARIC CHAMBER 
Manufacturer: IBERCO
Model: IB-80 
System Specifications 
Dimensions:
 Internal diameter = 780 mm
 Internal length = 1570 mm
 Base height from floor = 980 mm
 Empty weight: 1100Kg
 Capacity: 816 liters
Design pressure: 30.0 relative bars 
Max. functional pressure: 20.0 bars
Usable fluids: Fresh or salt water
Pressure Control: 1 Pressure Gauge = 0 – 25.0 bars, diameter 160 mm
Pressure reducing valve for pressure regulation
Safety valves, pressurization and depressurization speed regulation valves. 
Triple sight in the laterals of the chamber at 120º with external illumination.
Watertight circular door with bayonet closing. Clear diameter way = 800mm
Grille floor for the support of the device under test.
Several cable paths of different sizes (¼”,  ½”, ¾” y 1” )
Electrical pump for pressurization up to 25 bars
Made of high resistance carbon steel type S355JR
External 1000 liters tank for the water recuperation
Pressure equipment CE labeling, and manufacturing quality control record.
APPLICATIONS
Test of waterproof equipment. It can be assured the instrument housing is wa-
tertight priorv its deployment. Several fast cycles of pressurization and depres-
surization can be done to stress the device as well as long term tests at constant 
pressure to detect possible micro-leaks and simulate the real conditions up to a 
maximum depth of 200 meters.
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